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In TREC-9 our main

Abstra t

on erns

over Filtering, Web, and QA. As be-

fore, we fo used on applying ma hine learning te hniques to TREC tasks.
We ta kled the Filtering tra k by employing a boosted naive Bayes (BayesBoost) algorithm. The Web tra k introdu ed HTML tag importan e fa tors and optimized them by geneti

algorithms. Finally, our QA system

is based on a natural language pro essing approa h.
show that these algorithms are promising and

Our experiments

ompetitive to existing

te hniques.

1 Introdu tion
In TREC-9, the Arti ial Intelligen e Lab at SNU (SCAI) parti ipated in 3
di erent tra ks: Filtering, Web, and QA. All of them are our se ond entry to
the TREC. For ltering experiments, we used Boosting te hniques whi h are
popular in the ma hine learning ommunity. Boosting aims to make better
lassi ers by ombining marginally eÆ ient lassi ers. Espe ially, we used the
boosted naive Bayes (BayesBoost) algorithm, whi h is shown to be a promising
te hnique in text ltering [7℄. Unfortunately, our results showed only moderate performan e whi h is in ontrast to our past experiments. We assume
this is partially due to our poor feature sele tion methods. In addition to the
old BayesBoost algorithm, our new algorithm ontains some improvements inluding ost-sensitive learning and do ument-length normalization. For Webdo ument retrieval, our experiments have fo used on the optimization of HTML
tag importan e fa tors using geneti algorithms. Additionally, we tried another
weighting methods su h as a 2-poisson model and an inferen e networks model,
whi h improved the overall performan e of the system. For QA, we used a traditional natural language based approa h whi h results in a moderate improvement of the overall performan e. We also introdu ed an answer-text-segment
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de ision method based on polygon enter points.
The paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2, we des ribe and report on
the Filtering experiments, whi h is followed by the results on the Web experiments in Se tion 4 and QA experiments in Se tion 5. Se tion 6 summarizes our
experiments at TREC-9.

2 Filtering Tra k
We used a boosted naive Bayes algorithm, whi h we all BayesBoost for short.
Boosting is a method whi h aims to produ e a ultimate lassi er by ombining
several marginally eÆ ient lassi ers. Espe ially, AdaBoost is gaining popularity in the ma hine learning ommunity. Re ently, AdaBoost is applied to
TREC ltering and showed good performan e [4℄. In AdaBoost, ea h weak
learner (i.e., a lassi er performing just slightly better than random guessing)
iteratively learns do uments re-weighted by the previous weak learner. The
ombined lassi er is omposed by weighted voting of weak learners.
In the original AdaBoost it is restri ted that ea h hypothesis or weak learner
an produ e an output -1 or 1. A more sophisti ated version of the AdaBoost algorithm is AdaBoost with on den e ratio [3℄. It interprets the sign of the weak
learner , say t (x), as the predi ted label (-1 or 1) to be assigned to instan e,
say x, and the magnitude jt (x)j as the \ on den e" in this predi tion. Thus
if t (x) is lose to or far from zero, it is interpreted as a low or high on den e
predi tion. In this paper, the range of t is [-1,+1℄.
AdaBoost builds a lassi er by ombining the hypotheses:

f (x) =

X
T

t

 (x);
t

t=1

where T is the number of iterations and t is the voting weight for ea h hypothesis t . Several weak learners an be used in boosting. In our previous paper,
we used a modi ed naive Bayes algorithm whi h enables AdaBoost to al ulate
on den e ratios in an easy and natural way. It also reported that Boosted
naive Bayes showed a promising performan e when tested on the TREC-7 and
TREC-8 datasets. In naive Bayes lassi ation the probability of a do ument
being relevant (or irrlevant) an be formulated as follows:
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After given the probability for ea h lass (relevan e or irrelevan e), naive Bayes
lassi ers only have to hoose the most probable lass. Here, a traditional
naive Bayes lassi er assumes that P (jdi j) is uniform, whi h is far from ideal.
Instead, we assumed that P (jdi j) follow Gaussian distribution. This an be
justi ed by the following argument. In ontrast to other data, only a few terms
for a do ument are available. Be ause of this variability of do uments the
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Table 1: The performan e of BayesBoost on TREC-9 Filtering datasets.
Topi s
Avg. T9U

submitted run
OHSUMED SAMP
2.78
20.0

bug xed run
OHSUMED SAMP
3.75
22.14

lassi ation of short do uments an be seriously misleading. For instan e,
assume that we have a do ument whose ontent is only `the'. Though this
do ument is meaningless most of the ases, if, unfortunately, the probability
`the' o urs in a relevant do ument is bigger than the probability of `the' o urs
in a irrelevant do ument this do ument will be lassi ed as relevant, whi h is not
true. As the ost of retrieving false-positives is bigger than false-negatives, we
should suppress the probability of short do uments to be retrieved. Additionally
in many ases, the average length of the positive do uments is mu h longer
than that of the relevant do uments, whi h might be due to the fa t that longer
do uments have more information and therefore more probable to be relevant.
Thus, when given short do uments using a Gaussian distribution instead of a
uniform has the e e t of suppressing short do uments to be retrieved. If the
length of a do ument is long enough we assume that this distribution is uniform
as before.
We also needed to modify the original AdaBoost in order to maximize the
linear utility measure. Original AdaBoost tries to minimize the lassi ation
error. However, in Filtering tra k we should maximize the linear utility, T 9U .
By hanging the obje tive fun tion of AdaBoost and therefore hanging some
equations used in AdaBoost we ould signi antly improve the performan e.
We submitted our runs for OHSUMED and MESH-SAMP topi s, where we
used only T 9U for a relevan e judgement measure. The submitted runs are
summerized in Table 2. One thing to note is that our system had a minor
bug when we submitted our runs, resulting in degraded performan e. Our bug
xed version showed in 3.75 average T9U whi h is around 1.0 point better than
our submitted runs whi h reported only 2.78 average T 9U in the OHSUMED
dataset. As we had little time for parameter tting, we just used parameters
tted for the TREC-7 AP do uments set. For prepro essing of the do uments,
we extra ted about 5000 terms in the in reasing order of do ument frequen y.
After removing terms in the stop-list, we performed a simple tf-idf weighting.
We used neither MESH headings nor other information ex ept the .W and .T
elds. Though relevant do uments ould be lassi ed `de nitely relevant' and
`possibly relevant', we did not used this information on training the BayesBoost
lassi ers. We did not even used topi des riptions. Most of the time, no more
than 20 rounds of Boosting steps, the training a ura y went up to 1. We
stopped training when all the training do uments were perfe tly lassi ed.
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Figure 1: Interpolated re all-pre ision averages for Web tra k

3 Web Tra k
Web-do ument retrieval is based on the SCAIR (SCAI information retrieval engine) [5℄. Our on ern entered around the following two questions. (1) Is it
useful to use HTML stru tures for improving Web-do ument retrieval performan e, and (2) How an the average pre ision be hanged by weighting s hemes.
We introdu ed a new approa h that uses HTML stru tures for improving
retrieval performan e [6℄. The method was tested on WT2g (TREC-8 do ument
set). Unfortunately, the method was not tested to WT10g yet. Our approa h
is based on the idea that HTML tags ontain information for determining the
signi an e of do uments. We rst sele ted a set of tags that were onsidered
to be signi ant. Next, the importan e fa tors for the tags were learned using
a geneti algorithm. The modi ed osine similarity was used for omparing the
tag importan e fa tors:
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where wik is the weight of the k th term in the ith do ument, qjk is the weight
of the k th term in the j th query, and for all the tags whi h are determined by
4

Weighting s heme
tf.idf
Inferen e network
2-poisson

11-point average pre ision
0.0972
0.1424
0.1224

Table 2: Average pre ision for weighting s hemes on Web tra k data
term k , and ik is the produ t of the tag weights.
For experiments, ve tags (<TITLE>, <H>, <B>, <I>, and <A>) were sele ted. 10 queries (Topi s 401 to 410) were used for learning the tag importan e
fa tors and another 10 queries (Topi s 411 to 420) were used for retrieval. Figure
1 shows the pre ision-re all urves for using and not using the tag weights. As
the result, we found the tag importan e fa tors an help to get higher pre ision
at low re all.
To answer the se ond question, three weighting s hemes were experimented
on TREC-9 do ument set. It was performed to know the reason why we did
not get satisfa tory results. The base weighting s heme is tf.idf, whi h is used
for SCAIR. An inferen e network and a 2-poisson model are applied for the
omparison of the retrieval performan es using tf.idf [1℄[2℄. For experiments,
the parameters of the retrieval engine were optimized for tf.idf s hemes using
the TREC-8 data set. Only the weighting equations were repla ed. The results
are shown to Tables 2 and 2. For the baseline method, the inferen e network,
and the 2-poisson model, the average pre isions are 0.0972, 0.1424, and 0.1224,
respe tively. The result shows that the performan e using two other s hemes
(inferen e network and 2-possion) are better than using tf.idf even though the
parameter optimization is not used. But, still there is room for future improvement be ause 0.1424 is not a good average pre ision. There are problems to be
solved su h as noise orre tion and feature sele tion.

4 Question Answering
Our question answering system is simply onstru ted based on the TREC-8
adho engine [5℄. Our system onsists of three major omponents, i.e. an
adho do ument retrieval omponent, a passage retrieval omponent, and an
answering-zone sele tion omponent.
For do ument retrieval, we modi ed the S aiTREC-8 adho engine slightly
for the QA task. Using this omponent, we indexed all the do uments produ ing inverted les. We also onsidered word normalization at do ument term
indexing step, whi h is not onsidered in the TREC-8 QA tra k. As an be seen
in Table 3, this is an improvement to the result of TREC-8 QA 250-bytes. The
query expansion and any tagging was not onsidered in our TREC-9 QA tra k.
For ea h question, the top 50 do uments are onsidered as relevant do uments.
For passage retrieval, we onsidered the distribution of query terms and term
5
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Figure 2: Comparison of re all-pre ision averages for weighting s hemes on Web
tra k
weights over the retrieved do uments to sele t andidate passages in passage retrieval omponents. Let D be the retrieved do uments and i be the passage
index in D. The s ore of passage i, SCORED(i) was al ulated as follows:

SCORE

D (i)

=

X(
N

j

I );
j

(3)

j =1

where N is the total number of terms, j is a weight of the j -th query term and
Ij is an indi ator variable whi h gets value 1 if this term appears in passage i,
and gets value 0 in other ases.
Then, we sele ted 5 passages over the passage andidate in the de reasing
order of s ores. Sele ted passages are passed to the answering-zone sele tion
module to extra t answer text segments with proper length. Senten e boundaries are re ognized by a tokenizer, whi h was used in E-TRAN98 English to
Korean translation pa kage [8℄, to extra t non-stale passage stru ture. A word
token whi h ends in a separator hara ter is regarded as a de nition of senten e
boundaries. The tokenizing routine is applied to ea h of the top-ranked do u6

Mean re ipro al rank (stri t)
Mean re ipro al rank (lenient)

50-bytes run
0.101
0.111

250-bytes run
0.217
0.232

Table 3: TREC-9 QA results
ments to divide it into \senten es." We also onsidered all the other ex eptional
ases with this pa kage.
To nd a position of an answer string in the extra ted passage from the
retrieved relevant do uments, we onsidered the enter point of the polygon
generated by term o urren e position. The enter point of polygon was adjusted by ea h term's weight, and then text segments were extra ted. For the
50-byte ategory, 22 bytes before the enter point and 25 bytes after the enter
point were extra ted. For the 250-byte ategory, 102 bytes before the enter
point and 147 bytes after the enter point were extra ted.
We submitted the results obtained by the two o-o urren e s oring methods: one in the 50-byte answer ategory and other in the 250-byte ategory.
The results of 50-bytes and 250-bytes run are des ribed in Table 3.

5 Con lusion
We used various ma hine learning te hniques for information retrieval in the ontext of TREC-9 ltering, Web, and QA tra ks. These in lude BayesBoost for
do ument ltering and a geneti algorithm for web-do ument retrieval. Though
these approa hes showed moderate performan e this year, it is shown that they
are very promising. Further improvement seems to require advan ed preproessing te hniques as well as re nement in learning algorithms.
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